Abstract: Consider a compact embedded hypersurface ? t in R n+1 which moves with speed determined at each point by a function F ( 1 ; : : : ; n ; t) of its principal curvatures, for 0 t < T: We assume the problem is degenerate parabolic, that is, that F ( ; t) is nondecreasing in each of the principal curvatures 1 ; : : : ; n : We shall show that for t > 0 the hypersurface ? t satis es local a priori Lipschitz bounds outside of a convex set determined by ? 0 and lying inside its convex hull. Our method is the parabolic analogue of Aleksandrov's method of moving planes A1], A2], A3], A4], AVo].
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The ow of a smooth hypersurface may be generalized to the evolution of a closed set ? t described as the level set of a continuous function u t which satis es in the viscosity sense a degenerate parabolic PDE de ned by F for 0 t < 1; ES], CGG]. It has recently been noted that this levelset ow, even when starting from a smooth hypersurface ? 0 ; may develop a nonempty interior after the evolving hypersurface collides with itself or develops singularities BP], AIC], AVe], K]. We shall prove that the same local Lipschitz bounds as in the hypersurface case hold for the inner and outer boundaries of ? t : As an application, we give some new results about 1=H ow for nonstar-shaped hypersurfaces, which was recently investigated by Huisken and Ilmanen HI] . We prove existence and asymptotic roundness, in the Lipschitz sense, for \extended" viscosity solutions in R n+1 : In contrast, the evolving hypersurfaces given in HI], which were used to prove a version of the Penrose conjecture, are solutions of a non-local variational problem, valid in general asymptotically at Riemannian manifolds.
Main results
Let ? t be a embedded connected C 2 hypersurface in R n+1 evolving in the direction of its unit inward normal vector N with speed V = F ( 1 ; : : : ; n ; t)
(1) a function of the principal curvatures 1 n and time t 2 0; T ) where 0 < T 1: Here we assume that F t = F ( ; t) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous for each t 0 and F is non-decreasing in each i ; which ensures the evolution equation is degenerate parabolic (weakly parabolic). Our sign convention is such that i is positive on the standard sphere. We will not require that F t be symmetric.
Choose a unit vector 2 S n and a number 2 R. De ne the hyperplane P = P ( ) = x 2 R n+1 : hx; i = and the half-spaces H + = H + ( ) = fx : hx; i > g H ? = H ? ( ) = fx : hx; i < g : We have the orthogonal re ection in P ( ) ( ) (x) = x ? 2 (hx; i ? ) : For simplicity, when the choice of 2 R and 2 S n are clear, we denote x = ( ) (x):
Any embedded connected C 2 hypersurface ? is the boundary of a connected bounded open set ; ? = @ :
De nition 1 We say that is admissible for ? with respect to if For example, if ? 0 is close in the Lipschitz norm to a round sphere, then the constant of Theorem 4 is a small positive number, and for all t > 0; the part of ? t lying outside of B (0) will be Lipschitz close to a round sphere. In fact, log( t = ) satis es Lipschitz estimates governed by its lower bound.
As another example, if ? t leaves every compact set, it must become round in the sense that after rescaling to get j t j = jB 1 j ; ? t converges to the unit sphere in the Lipschitz norm. Note that in the literature, such convergence to a round sphere has been proven in the C 2 sense for certain strictly parabolic problems by rst showing the curvatures all converge to 1: Our methods, in contrast, work for degenerate parabolic problems and do not require (nor imply) the pointwise convergence of curvatures.
The results above extend to generalized solutions (viscosity solutions).
In particular, let ? 0 be an embedded compact (but not necessarily connected) Remark 1. It will be apparent to the reader that in the context of level-set solutions, the conclusions of Corollary 3 and of Theorem 4 hold for the inner boundary and for the outer boundary of the level-set solution ? t : Similarly, the following corollary is stated for level-set solutions, but applies to ? t itself in the smooth case. This paper is closely connected with the authors' 1996 paper CG1]. In the special case that ? t is a strictly convex hypersurface, it may be represented by its support function u t : S n ! R: Then u = u t satis es the evolution PDE @u @t = G(rru + ug; t); where, writing G( ; t) in terms of the eigenvalues of its matrix argument, G( 1 ; : : : ; n ; t) = F (( 1 ) ?1 ; : : : ; ( n ) ?1 ; t) and where g is the standard Riemannian metric on S n : For this special case, results such as Corollary 3 of the present paper follows from Theorem 3.1, part (iv) of CG1].
Proofs
We rst de ne admissibility for functions on R n+1 : De nition 8 Let u : R n+1 ! R be a continuous function. Given 2 S n and 2 R, we say that is admissible for u with respect to if 
As mentioned above, the solution u will not necessarily be a viscosity solution, but instead will be the monotone limit of viscosity solutions of a family of regularized PDEs.
The rst step is to regularize the problem. Given " > 0; we approximate jDu " j (5) for (x; t) 2 R n+1 (0; 1) satisfying the initial condition u " (x; 0) = u 0 (x) CGG]. Observe that, since " (H) is a nonincreasing function of "; u " (x) is a nondecreasing function of ": Namely, if 0 < " 0 < "; then u " 0 is a subsolution of the equation (5). Also, u " is bounded above by the constant K and below by the in mum of u 0 on 0 : Therefore, u " converges pointwise and monotonically to a function u as " ! 0:
The solution u will in general have discontinuities, and we will not claim it is a viscosity solution of the extended PDE (3). However, it will have the approximate-symmetry properties we have shown in Section 2 above for viscosity solutions of geometric PDE's. To see this, suppose (?1; 0 ) is admissible for the initial hypersurface ? 0 with respect to a unit vector 2 S n :
Then we may apply Proposition 10 to the viscosity solutions u " of the regularized PDE (5). The conclusion of Proposition 10 is that u " is nonincreasing in the direction on H 0 ? ( ): Since u " ! u pointwise, it follows that u itself is nonincreasing in the direction on H 0 ? ( ): We conclude that the level set ? t of u satis es the conclusions of Theorem 6 and of Corollary 7.
We shall show next that the zero level set ? t of u t expands outward toward there is a unique solution v " (x; t) to the regularized PDE (5) for (x; t) 2 R n+1 0; 1): Since v " and u " are viscosity solutions of the same PDE (5), we have v " (x; t) u " (x; t) for all (x; t) 2 R n+1 0; 1) (see e.g. Theorem 4.1
of CGG]). It follows that u(x; t) u " (x; t) v " (x; t) for all t 0: But the zero level set of v " ( ; t) is @B (t) (O); where (t) = (t; ") satis es the ODE
with initial condition (0; ") = 0 : We have v " (x; t) < 0 whenever jxj < (t; "): For " (n= 0 ) exp (?t=n) ; we nd (t; ") = 0 exp(t=n) independent of "; by means of a straightforward computation. This implies that u t = u( ; t) < 0 on a ball B (t) (O) of exponentially growing radius. Therefore ? t lies entirely outside an arbitrarily large ball for large t; and the hypothesis of Corollary 7 is satis ed for su ciently large t: We conclude that @ out (? t ); after rescaling to enclose volume equal to Vol(B 1 (O)); converges at an exponential rate to a round sphere in the Lipschitz norm. The same conclusion holds for @ in (? t ):
Remark 3. In order to obtain convergence of the curvatures of @ in (? t ) and of @ out (? t ) to constants, it is necessary to derive curvature estimates for level sets of u " ; for example. Such estimates are a topic for another paper.
Examples

Two circles
Bellettini and Paolini have proposed a simple and intriguing initial condition consisting of ? 0 = two circles in R 2 bounding disjoint disks. They allowed ? 0 to ow as a level set, that is, ? t = fx : u(x; t) = 0g ; where u satis es equation (1) with F in the form F ( ; t) = + g(t); where is the curvature of ? t : For certain choices of the forcing term g(t); the initial radii r 10 and r 20 ; and the distance between the centers of the two circles of ? 0 ; they show that ? t has positive Lebesgue measure in R 2 after a time t > 0 BP]. 1 After rescaling, we may assume that the two circles comprising ? 0 are @B r 10 ((?1; 0)) and @B r 20 ((+1; 0)) : Let r 1 (t) and r 2 (t) be the solutions of the ODE r 0 i (t) = ? (r i (t)) ?1 + g(t); 0 t < T with initial conditions r i (0) = r i0 (i = 1; 2); and where T 2 (0; 1] is the smaller of the blow up times for the two ODEinitial value problems. Belletini and Paolini show that ballooning occurs at time t < T provided that g(t) 0 for all t and that the sum of the solutions r 1 (t) + r 2 (t) reaches the maximum value 2 at t = t :
We shall apply Theorem 6 to show that for each t > 0; ? t is the closed set between two locally Lipschitz graphs:
? t = (x 1 ; x 2 ) : ' t in (x 1 ) jx 2 j ' t out (x 1 ) where ' t in ; ' t out : R ! R are continuous and uniformly Lipschitz away from the x 1 -axis. The Lipschitz bounds are independent of t; and in fact take the simple form
for both ' t in and ' t out : The local Lipschitz estimate (6) holds whether or not ballooning occurs; if ? t is a smooth curve, then ' t in ' t out : Note in particular that inequality (6) forces ? t ; or the inner or outer boundary of a ballooned ? t ; to have a vertical tangent line whenever it crosses 1 That is, \ballooning" or \fattening" of the solution occurs at time t : the x 1 -axis outside the closed interval ?1 x 1 1; but that the Lipschitz bounds lose all force near (?1; 1) on the x 1 -axis.
To prove inequality (6) In particular, with 0 = ? =2; we have max ( 0 ) = 0; and inequality (7) holds whenever x 2 > 0: That is, H max ? (0; ?1) is the open upper half-plane. This allows us to conclude, for any given t 2 (0; T ); that the intersection of ? t with the upper half-plane is the relatively closed set x : x 2 > 0; ' t in (x 1 ) x 2 ' t out (x 1 ) for some functions ' t in ; ' t out : R ! 0; 1) which are locally Lipschitz away from zeroes.
We next show the sharp Lipschitz bound (6). With either ' = ' t in or ' = ' t out ; consider any point x = (x 1 ; x 2 ) in the upper half-plane on the inner or outer boundary, respectively, of ? t : x 2 = ' (x 1 ) > 0: For small " > 0; write x + = (x 1 ; x 2 + ") and x ? = (x 1 ; x 2 ? "): By Theorem 6, for any = (cos ; sin ) satisfying inequality (8), x 2 H max ? ( ) and ? t \ H max ? ( ) is the relatively closed set between two Lipschitz graphs in the -direction (as well as in the 0 -direction). We restrict to the interval (? ; 0) and note that inequality (8) holds for in an interval on both sides of 0 = ? =2: Choose " small enough that x 2 H max ? ( ) : Then the sign (0 or +1; resp.) of u t is constant along the (upward) ray x + ? s ; 0 s < 1:
Similarly, the sign (?1 or 0; resp.) of u t is constant along the segment x ? + s ; 0 s < ? hx; i ? jcos j + " sin : In terms of the function '; this means that a line segment starting from x + = (x 1 ; '(x 1 ) + ") and having slope tan lies above the graph of '; and that a line segment starting from x ? with the same slope lies below the graph of ': Note, using inequality (8) , that the lengths of these segments may be chosen independent of ":
Letting " ! 0 gives bounds for ' 0 (x 1 ); assuming for convenience that this derivative exists (otherwise, we nd the same bounds on di erence quotients with su ciently small denominators). The bound states that ' 0 (x 1 ) tan when tan 0; i.e., when ? =2: In this case, inequality (8) holds whenever x 2 tan > 1 ? x 1 ; which shows '(x 1 ) ' 0 (x 1 ) 1 ? x 1 ; which is the right-hand side of inequality (6). When tan 0; i.e. ? =2 ; this is a lower bound ' 0 (x 1 ) tan ; for all such that x 2 tan < 1 ? x 1 ; and the other side of inequality (6) follows. This proves the Lipschitz bound (6). Moreover, the estimate (6) is sharp. In fact, equality holds on the right-hand side of (6) for a circle centered at (1; 0); and on the left-hand side for a circle centered at (?1; 0): In particular, this is the case for ? t ; 0 t < t :
We next consider re ections ( 0 ) with 0 = (0; 1); as we have seen, H max ? (0; 1) is the lower half-plane. We shall show that ? t is symmetric under re ection max ( 0 ) in the x 1 -axis. From the proof of Part 1 of Theorem 6, (?1; 0] is admissible for u t with respect to 0 = (0; 1); recall ? t = fx : u t (x) = 0g : In particular, u t is a nonincreasing function of x 2 2 (?1; 0] for each xed x 1 2 R: Further, since = 0 is admissible for u t with respect to 0 = (0; 1); we have u t (x 1 ; x 2 ) u t (x 1 ; ?x 2 ) for all x 2 0; by De nition 6. On the other hand, = 0 is also admissible for u t with respect to ? 0 = (0; ?1); so that u t (x 1 ; x 2 ) u t (x 1 ; ?x 2 ) for all x 2 0: Therefore u t (x 1 ; ) is an even function for all x 1 2 R; and ? t is invariant under re ection in the x 1 -axis.
Higher Dimensions. Results analogous to BP] have been recently published for hypersurfaces in R n+1 : Koo K] has shown that if an immersed surface t evolves by V = ?H + g(t) for some nonnegative function g(t); and touches itself from the outside at time t without crossing, then the corresponding generalized solution ? t has positive Lebesgue measure for times t in an interval (t ; t + ):
In particular, fattening occurs for the initially smooth example of a pair of evolving spheres whose centers lie at an appropriately chosen distance. An application of Part 1 of Theorem 6, completely analogous to the case n = 1 just discussed, shows that for all t > t ; ? t is the closed set between the hypersurfaces of revolution generated by two graphs r = ' t in (x 1 ) and r = ' t out (x 1 ); in cylindrical coordinates about the axis containing the centers of the two initial spheres. The functions ' t in and ' t out : R ! 0; 1) satisfy the estimate (6) and hence are locally Lipschitz away from zeroes.
Non-Lipschitz Example
The purpose of this example is to highlight the distinction between the rst and second parts of Theorems 2 and 6. Namely, if a point x is in H ? ( 0 ) but hx; i > max ( ) for all in a punctured neighborhood of 0 ; then Part 1 of the theorem applies near x, but not Part 2. In this example, the conclusion of Part 2 fails: for a certain t 0 > 0; ? t is not a Lipschitz submanifold at x.
We begin with the case n = 1 of an evolving curve in the plane. Let In particular, as ! 0 ; max ( ) ! ?1: However, max ( 0 ) = 0: Thus, even though (?1; 0) is admissible for 0 ; it cannot be concluded from Theorem 6, Part (2) that ? t , or its inner and outer boundaries, are Lipschitz hypersurfaces inside the half-plane H 0 ? ( 0 ) = H max ? ( 0 ): In fact, this conclusion fails, at least for the fully degenerate case of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations. If the curve moves outward with prescribed constant velocity ?F( 1 ; : : : ; n ; t) = 1; then the inner two line segments will collide at a certain time t > 0; where 2t is the distance between the inner segments of ? 0 : The level set ? t is singular, since it includes a triple point where two semicircles are externally tangent and are continued by a segment of their common tangent. Moreover, this line segment has the bounded open set t on both sides.
This example shows that Lipschitz or even topological regularity of ? t , or its inner and outer boundaries, inside the open half-space H max ? ( ) is not guaranteed. Nevertheless, regardless of the choice of ? 0 and F; a limited regularity follows from Proposition 10: ? t \H max ? ( ) is the closed set between the graphs of two semicontinuous functions.
Higher Dimensions. If the original curve ? 0 is chosen to be symmetric about the x 0 -axis, then rotation about the x 0 -axis forms a hypersurface of R n+1 such that the solution of the outward Hamilton-Jacobi ow F = ?1 starting from this hypersurface has analogous properties to those described above for n = 1: For example, after a certain time t > 0; ? t contains the segment 0 x 0 < 1 of the x 0 -axis, which is also in the interior of t :
With the inward Hamilton-Jacobi ow F = +1; and with the same rotationally symmetric initial hypersurface ? 0 ; the evolving level set becomes singular at some positive time t : ? t includes a cylindrical segment which bounds E t on both sides.
